Competition Winners!
The i3 project announces the winning European media innovators
who competed to exhibit at IBC Show 2018
i3 are pleased to announce the winners of the competition to WIN Exhibition space at IBC Show 2018.
The competition was created to support the very best media and convergence innovation in Europe by
providing access to potentially game changing business opportunities at the world’s most influential media
and technology show. IBC is an excellent opportunity for technologies to exhibit their technologies and
prototypes, showcase their brands, launch new products, expand relationships and engage with potential
customers and industry leaders in Europe and internationally.
The i3 team received high quality entries demonstrating not just the innovation in the sector but also the
significance of the opportunities afforded by a presence at the IBC Show and by the i3 initiative.
So without further ado the winners are…
VirtuItaly (Italy) designs and produces immersive and interactive exhibitions with the best quality
standards for culture and creativity.
Frameright (Finland) makes sure that images look good on all channels and devices.
Teltoo (Spain) is a decentralized video delivery network that scales on demand to solve the uncertainty of
streaming live content for operators, broadcasters, and OTT providers.
Audiodraft (Finland) are a Global Audio Branding Service and use data and technology to develop and
manage unique sounds for brands.
StoryTEQ (Netherlands) a Dynamic video platform that empowers brands to be personal and relevant in
their video marketing.
Edit8 (United Kingdom) Great tools for professional editors in Avid/Premiere flows synchronizing audio,
playing AAF and many other editing tools
Lucid Web (Belgium) provide WebXR players that are fully web-based and responsive across desktop,
mobile as well as VR headsets, targeting brands, enterprises and VR production agencies. Making it easy

for everyone to get into XR.
AmberScript (Netherlands) uses state-of-the-art speech recognition technology to quickly transcribe audio
automatically.
The i3 team are proud to support these eight winning technologies with opportunities to commercialize.
“It is a privilege to be able to offer such technologies real value in accessing opportunities
that are often expensive and inaccessible to small businesses.”
Shenja Van Der Graff, i3 Project Coordinator
Meet the innovators at IBC Show 2018 in person Hall 8, Booth B05 ‘I3 European Media Innovation’
Map location: https://ibc18.mapyourshow.com/7_0/floorplan/?hallID=D&selectedBooth=booth~B05
Exhibition activities, IBC highlights and winner success stories will be shared on social media over the
week.
Online
http://i3project.eu
https://www.f6s.com/i3-project
https://twitter.com/EU_I3
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